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The systems entail the synergy of superior quality PRIMA

cellulose fibre reinforced cement flat sheet lining and galvanised

steel (or aluminium) suspended framing systems.

These ceiling panels are available with the following options: A*!
TABLE A l 
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PRIMA ceiling panels are accurately cut to fit into suspended
ceiling framing system. Support framing must be capable to
carry ceiling board weight with a maximum deflection acceptable
by the industry. Generally, the framing system consists of the
folowing primary components:

MAIN'T'
PRIMA suspended ceiling systems offer the following key

advantages:
. Superior water resistant
. Sag resistant
o Fire resistant
o Fungus resistant
o Pre-painted for ease of installation

CROSS'T'- 1220mm

PRIMA ceiling panels are autoclaved cellulose tiOre reintorceO 
?

cement flat sheets manufactured using state-of-the art -cemenl TlaI sneets tltartulaulureq ulilllg s[a[E-ul-Ultr o,,..-- ! .-
technology and ultra modern machinery. tro,

Panels can be supplied pre-coated on its smooth surface with
white emulsion paint to facilitate installation and minimise site CROSS'T'- 61Omm

work.
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PRIMA/ex (3.2mm)

PRIMATSax (4.5mm)

PRIMA/ex (6.0mm)

PRfrt/lLflex Pin

PRIMAraya

3.2x603 x 603
3.2x603 x 1213

4.5x603x603
4.5x603x1213
6.0x603x603
6.0x603x1213
3.6x603x603
3.6x603x1213
3.6x603x1213

1.6k9
3.2k9

4.9k9
9.7k9

6.5k9
13.0k9

1.8k9
3.6k9

3.5k9

WALL ANGLE

HANGER OR SUSPENSION SYSTEMS
. Galvanised wire
. Adjustable suspension rod
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3050mm

Note: The above panel sizes are suitable for 61 Omm x 610mm or 61 Omm x 1 220mm
framing systems. Panels can also be cut to fit 600mm x 600mm or 600mm x
1 200mm framing systems.
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The fotlowing steps serves as a guide to instal! PRIMA

suspended cailing systems:

1. All wet works such as plastering must be completed before

commencement of ceiling installation.

2. Measure the exact dimension of the proposed ceiling area

3. Select the preferred ceiling title dimension (either

610mmx61Omm or 610mmx1 22Omm) and pattern based

on the available ceiling panels. Refer Table A.

4. Sketch the ceiling layout and indicate the location of each

ceiling panel. Generally, cut ceiling panels are spread along

the perimeter of ceiling area.

5. lnstall wall angle around the perimeter of proposed ceiling

area, ensuring a minimum of 75mm clearance is provided

between the lowest point (i.e. Mechanical and Electrical

works) and the ceiling finish level.

6. lnstall the main 'T' not more than 1220mm centres apaft.

Main 'T' must be secured to the perimeter wall angle by

means of merchanical fasteners such as screws.

7. lnstall the first hanger or suspension system where the first

cross 'T' meets the main 'T'. Ensure one end of cross 'T' is

mechanically fixed to perimeter wall angle.

8. The subsequent suspension system must be installed not

more than 1220mm centres. lf galvanised wire is used as

hanger, do not wind up or bend wire to achieve the desired

ceiling level.

9. Continue installation the remaining cross'T'along the main

'T' at an interval of 61Omm centres.

10. lf 6'10mmx610mm grid system was selected, add 610mm

cross 'T' between the main 'T' to divide the ceiling panel

size to 610mmx61Omm or smaller.

11. lnstall the subsequent main 'T' and the cross 'T' unit the

entire framing system is completed.

12. lt ceiling panels are not painted, apply a minimum of 2
layers finishing coats onto prior installation.

13. lnstall the ceiling panels into position by tilting them slightly,

lifting them above (beyond) the framework and gently

letting them fall into position.

14. To minimise wastage, ceiling panels requiring cutting may

be installed when all full size panels are in place.

Note: The installation method may differ from one framing

system to another. Always referto the suspended ceiling system

man uf actu re rs fo r reco m m e nd ati o n.

ROOF TRUSS/CEILING SLAB
SUSPENSION SYSTEM AT

1220 CENTRES MAX MAIN'T" AT 1220mm c/cMAIN "T" AI 122Omm c/c

PERI[/ETER
WALL

1220mm CROSS "T"

AT 61omm c/c

1220mm CROSS "T"

AT 61omm c/c

WALL ANGLE

61Omm CROSS "T"

AT 61Omm c/c

603mm x 1213mm

CEILING PANEL,

603mm x 603mm
CEILING PANEL

OPTION A: 61Omm x 1220mm

CEILING SYSTEM

OPTION B: 61Omm x 61Omm

CEILING SYSTEM
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Ceiling accessories such as recess boxed-lights shall be supporled independently by providing additional hangers
(suspension rods/wires). Consult accessories manufacturers for the recommended installation method.

H.

PRIMA ceiling panels should be stacked on level ground and kept dry and under cover prior to fixing.

Damp/wet sheets must be allowed to dry to equilibrium moisture content (EMC) before fixing.

I

PRIMA ceiling panels may be cut using any scribing tool or tungstentipped scoring knife.
o Ensure sheet face is in upward position.
. Place a straight edge along the proposed cut line.
. Score the face of the sheet repeating the action to obtain a depth of about 1/3 of sheet thickness.
. Snap the off-cut upward to achieve cut. lf the edge is rough, trim with a rasp as required.

l.t
PRIMA ceiling panels can be supplied pre-finished with white topcoats. Should painting or touch up work become
necessary, use 100% quality water-based acrylic paint. For newly fresh sudace, two layers of top coat are adequate.
Do not use solvent-based paint. ln all cases, coating manufacturer's recommendation must be adhered to.

rd
"To supply and install 3.2mm thick x 61Omm x 1220mm PRIMArflex panels* complete with proprietary suspended
ceiling. system comprising Main 'T' & Cross 'T' and other complementary accessories as per manufacturer's written
instruction."
. Se/ect the type and dimensions of ceiling panels based on the available standard panels.

WARRANTY

Hume Cemboard Marketing Sdn Bhd, warrants that its products are free from defects caused by faulty manufacture or materials.
Hume Cemboard Marketing Sdn Bhd accepts no responsibility for or in connection with the quality of the workmanship in its
use. This warranty shall not apply to any loss or consequential loss incurred through or resulting from defects caused by faulty
manufacture or materials.

ADVISORY NOTE

Successful installations of Hume Cemboard Marketing Sdn Bhd products depend on a large number of factors that are outside of
the scope of this brochure. Pafticular design, detail, construction requirements and workmanship are beyond the control of Hume
Cemboard Marketing Sdn Bhd. As such, Hume Cemborad Sdn Bhd warranty does not extend to non-usability of products or damage
to products arising from poor or defective design or systems or poor quality of workmanship in installation of the products.


